Abstract: Introduction: Bodybuilding and fitness are sports in which the primary goal is to build and shape a desirable body figure. Consequently, achieving the ideal body composition is the ultimate aspiration of every participant in these sports. Body composition analysis is a valuable tool for assessing body structure and quantifying data for this specific athletic population. The aim of this study was to determine and compare the body composition characteristics of fitness and bodybuilding exercisers, both competitive and recreational.

Material and Methods: This study included 89 adult women and men, aged 18 to 37, who were categorized into four groups: female competitors (N = 9), female recreational participants (N = 30), male competitors (N = 15), and male recreational participants (N = 35). Body composition was assessed using the bioelectrical impedance method, specifically the InBody720.

Results: The comparison of bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA) obesity parameters revealed that BMI did not significantly differ between competitors and recreational participants in both male and female groups. However, competitors (both male and female) displayed a higher volume of body fluids (ICW and ECW). Body fat mass (BFM) was statistically greater in recreational participants when compared to competitors, with females having 18.58 kg vs. 12.47 kg, and males having 16.64 kg vs. 9.81 kg. Mean values of body fat percentage were also statistically higher in recreational participants compared to competitors, with women at 27.25% vs. 16.39% and men at 19.49% vs. 11.97%.

Conclusions: Fitness competitors had a significantly higher fat-free mass and a significantly lower fat component. Recreational exercisers exhibited significantly higher obesity parameters, body fat percentage, and waist-to-hip ratio (WHR) compared to competitors in fitness and bodybuilding.
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INTRODUCTION

Bodybuilding and fitness are sports focused on achieving a desirable body figure, making optimal body composition the ultimate goal for competitors in these disciplines. The criteria for required muscle mass and body fat levels vary among competitive categories within fitness (1). Competitive bodybuilding assesses the visual presentation of muscle mass, symmetry, muscle definition, and overall physique. The sport primarily emphasizes achieving ‘aesthetic’ muscle hypertrophy (2). It demands rigorous, years-long training to develop muscular shape, size, definition, and symmetry. During the off-season, many bodybuilders increase their body mass and fat to facilitate lifting heavy weights and intensifying training for muscle mass gains (3, 4). This phase of muscle hypertrophy is succeeded by a shorter phase called muscle definition, wherein subcutaneous fat deposits are reduced, and exercises are aimed at enhancing muscle bundle separation, resulting in an improved visual presentation (5).

Competitors with the lowest body fat percentage, often referred to as the ‘leanest,’ tend to receive higher rankings. The second crucial factor is muscularity, where competitors with comparable muscle development favor those displaying greater muscle definition. Additionally, proportionality plays a pivotal role; well-developed chest and arm muscles, coupled with a narrow waist, contribute significantly to an appealing body shape among competitors (6).
The primary distinction between recreational and competitive exercisers in various sports, including fitness and bodybuilding, lies in the ultimate objective of their physical activities. Exercise is characterized as planned, regular, repetitive, and structured physical activity (7). When exercise aims to maintain and/or enhance overall health and fitness, it falls under the recreational category (8). Conversely, if the purpose is competition, the physical activity is classified as a sport. Physical activities for competitive purposes typically involve significantly higher volume compared to recreational activities (9).

The current epidemic of physical inactivity and increased awareness of the importance of regular physical activity have led to a surge in individuals engaging in recreational fitness. Moreover, an expanding number of exercise enthusiasts are venturing into the realm of competitive fitness and bodybuilding. Utilizing body composition analysis as a valuable and effective tool for assessing body structure and morphological components allows gathering data for this population of athletes (3).

The aim of this study is to determine and compare the body composition characteristics of fitness and bodybuilding exercisers, both competitive and recreational. Our hypothesis suggests that competitors will exhibit higher fat-free mass and subsequently lower obesity parameters compared to recreational participants.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Participants

Participants were recruited from the ‘Atleta Bodybuilding and Fitness Center’ in Skopje, North Macedonia. The study involved 89 adults aged 18 to 37, with a mean age of 26 ± 5.1 years. They were divided into four groups: female competitors (n = 9), female recreational participants (n = 30), male competitors (n = 15), and male recreational participants (n = 35). Competitors had engaged in at least one bodybuilding or fitness competition within the past 12 months; females participated in fitness categories, while males competed in bodybuilding categories. Recreational participants had committed to regular resistance training for a minimum of 12 months, averaging 3 to 5 sessions per week.

Procedure

The body composition analysis took place at the Institute of MEP Physiology and Anthropology, Faculty of Medicine, Skopje, Republic of North Macedonia. This study received approval from the Faculty of PESH, UKIM, Ethical Committee (2021/08-121) and was conducted in adherence to the Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association, also known as the Declaration of Helsinki.

Methods

Height measurements were obtained using a stadiometer, while body mass was recorded using an electronic weighing scale. To assess the body composition of the subjects, bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA) was performed using the InBody 720 device. This non-invasive technique involves emitting a very low multi-frequency current and measuring the resistance to current flow through various body parts and tissues.

The BIA method considers that tissues with high fluid and electrolyte content, such as blood, conduct electricity well, while fatty tissue and bones impede the electrical signal’s conduction. This allows for an assessment of tissue composition.

While the BIA device offers a wealth of information about body composition, this study specifically analyzed the following parameters:

- Body weight (BW)
- Body mass index (BMI)
- Body fluids: intracellular water (ICW) and extracellular water (ECW)
- Protein and mineral components
- Body fat percentage (BF%)
- Body fat mass (BFM)
- Skeletal muscle mass (SMM)
- Waist-to-hip ratio (WHR)
- Soft lean mass (SLM)
- Fat-free mass (FFM)

Data analysis

The analysis was performed using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) version 23.0. For all variables examined, the following statistical parameters were calculated: Arithmetic means (X), Standard deviations (SD), Minimum scores (min), Maximum scores (max), Skewness to assess the distribution of results, Kurtosis to evaluate the distribution of results, The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (according to Liliefors) to test the normality of the result distribution. Differences in anthropometric variables were determined through analysis of variance (ANOVA). The level of statistical significance was set at p < 0.05.

RESULTS

The variables derived from anthropometry and BIA analysis are categorized for male and female par-
participants, and divided into subgroups based on their training levels in recreation and competition.

Table 1 presents descriptive statistics for the anthropometric indicators of competitive and recreational women. A comparison of height between female competitors and recreational women revealed a statistically significant difference in favor of female competitors (170.9 cm vs. 164.7 cm). However, there was no statistically significant difference in weight between recreational women and competitive women (62.3 kg vs. 62.5 kg).

The difference in body mass index (BMI) between recreationally exercising men and competitive men was not statistically significant (25.86 vs 25.81). A similar pattern was observed in the female group (23.03 vs 22.51). Female competitors displayed sig-
significantly higher amounts of intracellular and extracellular water (ICW: 23.5 liters vs. 20.2 liters; ECW: 14.2 liters vs. 12.3 liters). Moreover, female competitors exhibited higher levels of the protein component (10.2 kg vs. 8.8 kg) and mineral component (3.8 kg vs. 3.2 kg). Skeletal muscle mass (SMM), lean body mass, and soft lean mass (SLM) were significantly higher in female competitors compared to recreational women.

Regarding body fat, recreational women had higher levels in kilograms (18.6 kg vs. 12.5 kg), while female competitors had significantly lower body fat percentage (16.4% vs. 27.3%). However, the waist-to-hip ratio did not show a statistically significant difference between the two groups (0.83 vs. 0.87).

Table 2 displays descriptive statistics and significant differences in anthropometric indicators obtained by BIA analysis among male respondents, including competitors and recreational exercisers. Both male groups, competitors and recreationists, showed similar average height (177.2 cm vs. 178.6 cm) and weight, with no statistically significant difference. BMI values did not significantly differ between men exercising recreationally and those who competed (around 25.8).

Male competitors demonstrated significantly higher amounts of body water (ICW = 33.3 liters vs. 30.05 liters; ECW = 19.5 liters vs. 17.5 liters) and a higher mineral component (4.8 kg vs. 4.4 kg). In contrast, recreational male participants had higher body fat in kilograms (16.6 kg vs. 9.8 kg) and a higher body fat percentage (19.5% vs. 11.9%) compared to male competitors.

**DISCUSSION**

The study aimed to explore morphological characteristics using bioelectrical analysis of body composition in individuals engaged in fitness or bodybuilding, either recreationally or competitively.

Analysis of female fitness competitors revealed optimal body composition, with a lean component (FFM) constituting approximately 84% of their total body mass. Their skeletal muscle mass accounted for about 47% of their total weight, signifying well-developed musculature. Female competitors maintained an average body fat percentage of 16%, showcasing their fitness. In contrast, recreational female athletes, despite similar average weight and normal BMI, displayed a high average body fat percentage of around 27%, indicating a wider range of values (ranging from 16% to 46%). Their relative lean body mass and skeletal muscle mass were 71% and 39%, respectively.

In the case of male fitness competitors, an analysis of their body composition showed that they had a normal body mass index but were near the upper limit (BMI = 25.08) due to a notably high lean component. The average muscle mass accounted for approximately 50% of their total weight. The fat component was at the lower end of BIA values for healthy, inactive individuals, and was appropriate for fitness athletes, averaging around 12% (ranging from 5% to 20%). The thickest skinfold measurement among the competitors was observed on the thigh, while the thinnest was on the forearm.

For recreational exercisers, an analysis of their body composition indicated an average value of the body mass index slightly above the upper limit of normal values (BMI = 25.8). The average body fat percentage was approximately 19%, which falls within the normal BIA values (ranging from 15% to 20%). The relative value of lean body mass and skeletal muscle mass was 78% and 45%, respectively.

In the realm of competitive bodybuilding, the lack of adipose tissue, or a low percentage of the fat component, is a sought-after characteristic. Competitors often employ nutritional strategies to reduce body fat well below normal levels, frequently not exceeding 7% (10, 11). A study of anthropometric traits in professional and amateur bodybuilders in Poland revealed that professionals typically had larger limb circumferences and smaller skinfold sizes. BMI was significantly higher in professionals, while body fat percentage was notably higher in amateurs, measuring 10.67% vs. 20.05%, as determined by BIA (12).

According to the recommendations of the American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM), the optimal representation of adipose tissue in athletes should be around 12%. It’s important to note that this recommendation is relatively general because different types of sports, based on their physical demands, result in varying body compositions in athletes (13). Notably, bodybuilders in the immediate pre-competition phase often showcase extremely low body fat levels, well below the recommended ranges for healthy sedentary individuals (10-20% for men and 15-25% for women according to the BIA method). This drastic reduction in body fat is a characteristic strategy observed in bodybuilders as they approach competition, emphasizing the aesthetic aspect of their physique over standard health-related guidelines.

Numerous studies on body fat percentage in bodybuilders from different countries have consistently shown very low body fat percentages. For instance, in the USA in 1992 (14), men in 1990 had 6.0 ± 1.8% body fat, and women had 9.8 ± 1.5% (15). In Great Britain, body fat percentages ranged from 4.1% to 10.9% (16), and in Poland, men had 5.68% body fat according to skinfold measurements or 10.67% according to the BIA method (12). A study in Brazil found that male
physique competitors had body fat percentages of 4% and 8.6%, while in the wellness category, percentages of 17.3% and 8.9% were observed (17).

During competitions, the representation of adipose tissue in the body composition of bodybuilders typically ranges from 3% to 6% in men and 9% to 12% in women (18). This extremely low body fat percentage is necessary for achieving good muscle separation and definition, which is a crucial factor for successful performance and placement in both bodybuilding and fitness competitions (19).

Morphological characteristics and body composition have been analyzed in bodybuilders in relation to different phases of training. In one of the initial studies on this topic, where body mass was estimated using the Brozek anthropometric method, it was found that during the off-season, bodybuilders had a body fat percentage of 9.7 ± 3.1%, whereas during the competitive season, their body fat percentage dropped to 5.9 ± 3.2%. The change in female bodybuilders was from a body fat percentage of 16.8 ± 4.5% in the off-season to 9.5 ± 3.5% during competition. Furthermore, the subjects in this study experienced a slight decrease in lean body mass, with men going from 82.7 kg to 81.1 kg and women from 48.5 kg to 47.4 kg (20).

An examination of eating habits and self-perception among 120 bodybuilders from Turkey, divided into two groups, competitors and non-competitors, revealed the following morphological characteristics: Fat-Free Mass Index (FFMI) was 24.09 ± 3.05 kg/m² for competitors and 21.18 ± 1.93 kg/m² for non-competitors. The percentage of fat tissue in the entire group was 13.57 ± 4% (21). An analysis of Tunisian weightlifters showed that they had a BMI of 21.5 ± 3.35, body fat percentage (BF%) of 12.28 ± 5.22, and lean body mass (LBM) of 87.73 ± 5.22 kg (22). Heyward’s research in 1989 compared the body composition of recreational and professional athletes, revealing that in men, the percentage of fat tissue was 9.7% for recreational athletes and 5.9% for professionals, while in women, it was 16.85% for recreational athletes and 9.5% for professionals (20).

A case study of a natural bodybuilder tracked changes in the cardiovascular system, body composition, muscle strength, and blood parameters over 12 months, including 6 months pre-competition and 6 months post-competition. During the pre-competition period, fat tissue decreased from 14.8% to 4.5% and then returned to the initial value of 14.6%. Muscle strength, blood pressure, and heart rate all decreased. Psychometric parameters of mood disturbance increased from 6 to 43 units during the preparation period and then corrected to 4 units during the 6-month post-competition period (23). In another case study of a natural bodybuilder, a 21-year-old Englishman reduced his body fat percentage from 14.8% to 6.8% during 14 weeks of training. Muscle strength showed a slight decline, while the mood swing test showed no significant difference (24).

Physique competitions are sporting events in which aesthetic appearance and posing ability are prioritized over physical performance. Female physique competitors are required to have a very lean body mass (LBM) and an extremely low fat component for the competition. Achieving this requires competitors to reduce their energy intake over an extended period, followed by intensive training regimes that result in a sudden weight loss at the end of the pre-competitive phase (25). In a study on the anthropometric profile of five male and female bodybuilders, it was found that 12 weeks before the competition, the percentage of fat tissue determined by the densitometric method (DEXA) was 18.9 ± 4.6%, and 24 hours before the competition, it reduced to 12.4 ± 4.6%. The thickest skinfold measurement was on the front of the thigh, measuring 19.8 ± 5.1 mm, and before the competition, it decreased to 13.3 ± 3.2 mm. In this group of female bodybuilders, the mesomorphic somatotype was dominated by the endomorphic and least ectomorphic (26).

While published data in the field of anthropometry and body composition analysis may vary due to different techniques used, the majority of reports conclude that bodybuilding and fitness competitors, both male and female, achieve exceptionally low values of body fat.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The majority of our participants, whether they were recreational exercisers or competitors, exhibited body components within the normal range for a healthy population. Fitness competitors displayed a significantly higher fat-free (muscle) component and a notably lower body fat component. In contrast, recreational exercisers had significantly higher obesity-related parameters, including BMI, body fat percentage (BF%), and waist-to-hip ratio (WHR), compared to their counterparts in fitness and bodybuilding competitions. The body composition parameters obtained through bioelectrical impedance analysis proved to be sensitive indicators of differences between the two studied groups, competitors and recreational exercisers.

Considering the comprehensive findings of this research, it can be concluded that engaging in fitness activities positively influences body composition. This effect is characterized by the optimization of body components, such as an increase in muscle mass and the maintenance of the fat component within desired
limits. Those who participate in competitive activities in the fields of bodybuilding and fitness tend to achieve the ideal body components, particularly a high muscle component and lower fat component.
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